COVID-19 analysis - update
As per April 2020

US consumer Confidence still to high
-

Per 22 March US consumer Confidence still at highs, market does not rebound in such
environmental. But let wait for the first update at the beginning of April
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Latest US Q2 GDP estimates per firm
-

During Q1 2020 results, companies might get a better forward guidance……
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Antibody test – human immune system
-

Because of experiences with SARS-COV2, those types of test are available in large
scale.

-

This will have to faster the process, who was ill and is now sick, therefore can go back
to normal life.

-

Good article of ”The economist”

-

https://www.economist.com/science-and-technology/2020/04/01/an-antibody-test-forthe-novel-coronavirus-will-soon-be-available?fsrc=newsletter&utm_campaign=theeconomist-today&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_source=salesforce-marketingcloud&utm_term=2020-04-01&utm_content=article-link-2
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COVID-19 virus does not survive in high temperatures
-

There seems to be a negative correlation between COVID-19 infections/death rates of a
country and its average temperature in March.
Does this correlation imply that the coming summer heat in Northern Hemisphere will
suppress the COVID-19 pandemic?
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US unemployment
-

All-time high unemployment was hit in 1933 during the Great Depression.

-

An expected 10% GDP decline because of COVID19 would mean an unemployment rate
of about 9% , which would be roughly in line with the peak reached during the financial
crisis of 2007-2009. Per End of March total unemployment claims are 9.95 mln, which
means 32% unemployment rate. By the next job report, May 8, probably number are
going to be higher, because the shutdowns was after the week of March 8-14.
2008 crisis were around 9 mln.

-

The America’s economic-stimulus bill will help. Stimulus in Germany is around 15% of
GDP and the 2 trio USD in USA is 10% .
Goldman Sachs see a peak in Q3 2020 of 15% unemployment, an estimate that is
roughly in line with those of other forecasters.

-

Analysis Louisiana in late 2005 (Hurricane Katrina) the state’s unemployment rate
dropped almost as sharply as it had risen

-

Good article in “The economist”:

-

https://www.economist.com/united-states/2020/04/01/how-high-will-unemployment-inamerica-go?utm_campaign=the-economisttoday&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_source=salesforce-marketingcloud&utm_term=2020-04-01&utm_content=article-link-1
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Number of fiscal stimulus
-

Germany 17% of GDP
Banks are much better capitalized than 2007 and 2013
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First indication of economic Index
-

USA weekly economic Index from +2.5% growth to -4%
China PMI Manufacturing was at 35.7 in February 2020 and rebound to expansion on
23 March 2020 (52, over 50 the economy is in expansion)
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China on the way to normalization
-

At the end of March, China is on the way to normalization. Only Entertainment is not as
strong as it used to be on the same period during 2019
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Oil war
-

To keep the economy going, Saudi Arabia need an oil price at 80 USD, therefore Saudi
Arabia can not hold this depressed situation for long.
Russia is much more diversify
US ISM is obviously strongly correlated to the oil price, and Texas is the most hit State,
which is also the most important for Trump to win November’s election.
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Technical analysis
-

On-Balance-Volume, which measures buying and selling pressure, held firm on most North American
indices dispite the awful economic numbers during beginning of April.
This suggests the balance of power is shifting from sellers to buyers and supports our base case that a
major price low is taking hold in equity markets.
In our view, a bottoming process is underway in equity markets which support a major price low.
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Technical analysis
-

Total assets in money market mutual funds just shot up to a 4.4 trillion record.
The entire precious metals industry in US & Canada is 4.3% of 4.4 trillion
All the Bitcoin in the world today is 2.6% of 4.4 trio USD
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Technical analysis
-

As for the secular trend, it’s still too soon to tell, if we are in a new regime. So far, the market is still
tracking the secular BULL MARKET analogs of the 1950s-’60s & 1980’s –’90s
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Technical analysis
-

The secular bull market of the 1950s & ‘60s was interrupted by a swift 28% drop in 1962. The brief bear
produced a breadth thrust of -79% much like the recent plunge of -80%.
The market recovered quickly and went on for another 6 years until the peak in 1968.
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Technical analysis
-

The secular bull market from 1982 to 2000 was rudely interrupted by the 1987 crash, which took the
S&P500 Index 33% lower with a breadth thrust of -70% .
A year or two later it was making new highs, which continued until the peak in 2000.
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Technical analysis
-

Maximum bearish sentiment on the Bank of America Merrill Lynch Bull & Baer Indicator
The most famous one of CNN is reading 21, already increasing from depressed levels (was at 15 one
month ago)
https://money.cnn.com/data/fear-and-greed/
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Valuation extremes: not sustainable
-

The total market cap of the 3 main US airline is 31 Bio USD vs 42 bio USD of Zoom
Video Communications
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Disclaimer

This report has been prepared by KTS Capital Management AG (“KTS”) / VICTRIX AG (“VICTRIX”) and is intended for information
purposes only and does not constitute an offer or an invitation by, or on behalf of, KTS/VICTRIX to make any investments. Opinions and
comments reflect the current view of The Investment Team of KTS/VICTRIX and not that one of a third party. We assumes no obligation to
ensure that other such publications are brought to the attention of any recipient of this publication. Investments in the asset classes
mentioned in this publication may not be suitable for all recipients. This publication has been prepared without taking into account of the
objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Before entering into a transaction, the investor should consider the
suitability of the transaction to his individual circumstances and objectives. This publication does not constitute investment, legal,
accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate for individual circumstances, or
otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific investor. We recommends that investors assess the specific financial
risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and accounting consequences with a professional advisor. The information and data herein are
obtained from sources believed to be reliable but no guarantee can be made that the information is accurate or complete.
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